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Abstract— Development of Common ATC Simulation Training 
Assessment Criteria Based on Future Pan European Single-Sky 
Targets (ATCOSIMA) proposes an integrated ATC radar-flight 
deck simulation approach to measure the performance of ATC 
trainees in order to develop radar approach simulation assessment 
and training. This study provides a brief description of the 
baseline integrated simulations and presents their selected results 
of the preliminary analysis. 
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I.!  INTRODUCTION  
Development of Common ATC Simulation Training 

Assessment Criteria Based on Future Pan European Single-Sky 
Targets (ATCOSIMA) project primarily aims to develop 
common assessment criteria for radar control simulation 
training courses within ATCo basic training in order to improve 
their competencies regarding working effectively and in 
harmony within the Pan-European air traffic system; improve 
metrics and scorings for evaluation of their performance in 
parallel to SESAR’s future targets and provide a reference for 
enhanced ATCO training across the Europe. The project has 
been conducted by a consortium of three higher education 
institutions including Faculty of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
at Eskisehir Technical University (ESTU), Faculty of Transport 
and Traffic Science at University of Zagreb (ZFOT) and 
Institute of Flight Guidance at Technische Universität 
Braunschweig (TUBS).   

The project adopts an innovative approach to measure the 
performance of ATCo trainees in radar approach simulations 
using integrated ATC radar-flight deck simulations. These 
simulations will be performed to evaluate the impacts of ATCo 
trainees’ instructions in terms of efficient use of airspace, 
aircraft fuel consumption, ATC and pilot task load during the 
radar approach exercises.  The results will be used to support 
the development of common quantitative assessment criteria 
along with training guidelines. The project consists of two 
parts: a baseline analysis to evaluate performance of ATC 

trainees using current assessment criteria and training 
techniques and development and testing of new assessment 
criteria. Baseline analysis part included two steps: ATC radar-
only simulations done at ESTU and ZFOT and integrated ATC 
radar-flight deck simulations at TUBS. This poster provides a 
brief description of the baseline integrated simulations and 
presents their selected results for the preliminary analysis.  

II.! SIMULATIONS AND DATA COLLECTION 
The previously developed airspace model based on 

Frankfurt TMA was used to run the integrated ATC radar-flight 
deck simulations. This TMA has generic characteristics 
provides quick and easy adaptation of ATCo trainees during 
basic training such as a convex airspace boundary with a 
moderate number of entry points (fixes) and absence of 
prohibited and restricted areas. Its relatively broad size also 
allows trainees have a longer planning and executing time to 
perform arrival and departure sequencing and implement radar 
vectoring techniques. These relatively relaxed time windows 
not only help trainees detect conflicts and develop appropriate 
resolutions but also allow instructors convey critical 
pedagogical information to trainees during the simulations. The 
previously developed exercise scenario, containing 9 arrivals 
and 4 departures, require advanced decision-making skills 
regarding effective and timely use of vectoring, airspeed 
adjustments and flight level change for conflict resolution and 
arrival sequencing.   A single aircraft type (i.e. Airbus A320) 
has been simulated in all exercises. The simulation setup 
consists of one ATC workstation along with a fixed based A320 
flight deck simulator flying one arriving aircraft and two 
pseudo-pilot workstations running the rest of the arrivals and 
departures in the exercise. The total 10 trainees (5 from ESTU 
and 5 from ZFOT) participated in the simulations. Simulation 
logs of flight deck and ATC/pseudo-pilot workstations, 
communication logs and ATC mouse/keyboard interactions 
were collected to estimate trajectory data (i.e. flight distances 
and durations and fuel consumption) and ATCo instructions 
and actions. After each simulation both the pilot and trainees 
were administered NASA Task Load Survey (NASA-TLX) in 
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electronic form to obtain further data for their task-load 
analysis. 

III.! EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  
The results of descriptive analysis indicate noticeable 

differences between trainees in terms of the number of ATC 
instructions such that speed, heading and altitude instructions 
range between 4-19, 21-45 and 15-41 with the average of 11.0, 
30.2 and 31.2, respectively. The similar variations are also 
observed for mouse/keyboard interaction counts and ATC 
tasks (i.e. distance measurement between aircraft pairs and 
between aircraft and ILS course, heading measurements and 
relocating aircraft labels). For trainees (n=10), the average 
overall score of NASA-TLX is obtained as 55.80 with the 
standard deviation of 12.23. Pearson correlation analyses were 
performed for all possible variable pairs presented for all 
abovementioned data sets. The pairs with significant 
correlation are presented with significance value and 
correlation coefficient (r) in Table I. When ATCo instructions 
are considered, the results show that speed and heading change 
instructions have a significant correlation with the average 
flight distance as a flight efficiency output. Therefore, a 
regression analysis (Table II) is also performed considering 
average flight distance as the dependent variable while speed 
and heading change instructions as independent variables such 
that: 

FD=85.486-0.563!SI+0.337!HI.                     (1) 

In Equation (1), FD is average flight distance (nm), SI and 
HI are speed and heading change instructions, respectively. 
When physical demand scores of trainees are considered as 
dependent variable and speed and heading change instructions 
as independent variables, the regression analysis (Table III) 
results in the following model: 

PD=16.18-1.671!SI+0.917!HI.                     (2) 

In Equation (1), PD is physical demand (0-100 point), SI and 
HI are speed and heading change instructions, respectively.  

TABLE I. ! CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF RESULTS OF ATCO TRAINEES 

Pairs Sig. r 
Speed instruction* Physical demand .002 -.843** 
Speed instruction * Average flight distance A/C .002 -.855** 
Speed instruction * Double clicks .005 -.810** 
Speed instruction * Heading measurement .005 -.804** 
Heading instruction * Physical demand .016 .732* 
Heading instruction * Average flight distance A/C .010 .764* 
Heading instruction * Double clicks .024 .701* 
Mental demand * Temporal demand .001 .876** 
Mental demand * Overall .005 .804** 
Physical demand * Average flight distance A/C .001 .889** 
Physical demand * Double clicks .000 .898** 
Physical demand * Heading measurement .000 .893** 
Temporal demand * Effort .006 .793** 
Temporal demand * Overall .000 .946** 
Effort * Overall .003 .829** 
Average flight distance A/C * Double clicks .001 .879** 
Average flight distance A/C * Heading measurement .004 .820** 
Double clicks * Heading measurement .000 .903** 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

TABLE II. ! REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF TRAINEES: FLIGHT DISTANCE 

 B S.E. β t Sig. r Partial 
Const. 85.4 4.23  20.17 .000   
SI -.563 .13 -.63 -4.31 .004 -.855 -.853 
HI .337 .10 .45 3.09 .018 .764 .760 
R= 0.941 R2= 0.886     
F= 27.279 P= 0.000     

TABLE III. ! REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF TRAINEES: PHYSICAL DEMAND 

 B S.E. β t Sig. r Partial 
Const. 16,1 14,6  1,102 ,307   
SI -1,67 ,452 -,637 -3,700 ,008 -,843 -,813 
HI ,917 ,378 ,418 2,426 ,046 ,732 ,676 
R= 0.918 R2= 0.843     
F= 18.759 P= 0.002     

TABLE IV. ! CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF A320 PILOT 

Pairs Sig. r 
Mental demand * Performance .003 .822** 
Mental demand * Frustration .050 .633* 
Mental demand * Overall .001 .882** 
Physical demand * Flight distance (nm) .019 .719* 
Physical demand * Fuel consumption (kg) .003 .831** 
Performance * Effort .047 .639* 
Performance * Frustration .009 .774** 
Performance * Overall .006 .799** 
Effort * Frustration .002 .853** 
Effort * Overall .016 .733* 
Frustration * Overall .014 .744* 
Overall * Flight duration (min.) .014 .742* 
Flight duration (min.) * Fuel consumption (kg) .021 .713* 
Flight distance (nm) * Fuel consumption (kg) .026 .694* 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

A correlation analysis was also performed for the pilot of 
A320 flight deck simulator based on NASA-TLX scores and 
flight data recorder results (i.e. flight distance, flight duration 
and aircraft fuel consumptions). The significant correlations are 
presented in Table IV. A positive significant correlation is 
observed between pilot’s physical demand and flight distance 
as well as fuel consumption. 

IV.! CONCLUSIONS 
The results of integrated ATC radar-flight deck simulations 

indicate that speed instruction can limit extension of flight 
distance and ATCos physical demand while heading instructions 
can increase them. It is also observed that extended flight paths 
have also a positive correlation with pilot’s physical demand as 
well as fuel consumption. Therefore, use of appropriate 
combinations of speed and heading change instructions should 
be studied instructions reducing flight duration should be studied 
more thoroughly in order to increase flight efficiency and 
decrease physical demand of ATCo trainees and pilots. For the 
future work, similar analyses will be done for all ATC radar 
exercises and traffic complexity metrics such as number of 
aircraft, arrival-departure mix, conflict encounter geometries 
and time separation between departing aircraft will be 
considered. Impacts of ATCo instructions on total fuel 
consumption and flight duration will also be analyzed to provide 
further feedback for the new assessment criteria. 


